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About This Game

Dr. Kevin White, a drug manufacturing manager in the same company was sent to a conference in Greenland. In turn, the ship
was caught in the ice and crashed. The main character was thrown by an unknown island. Seeing the house, Kevin went there.

Having found a tunnel through the wall, that prompted him to go to a place where it is better not to go.
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- Unique storyline that you can understand through letters and notes left by other people.

- Simple but nice gameplay

- Scary Monsters

- Qualitatively selected music

- Save a flashlight, because it can end and you'll stay in the darkness ... But you can solve this problem by picking up the
batteries and you can turn on the lights with the help of electricity boards.

- The game is a puzzle.
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Title: Alone K.W.
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
TeamWaterFly
Publisher:
TeamWaterFly
Release Date: 29 Feb, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: ОС: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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A cool game of "seven" errors.. A tactical runner?
Oh, well..
A nice indie one! :)
This game's premises are quite simple - you've got to collect food for your tribe (hence the original name of the game, simply
entitled The Tribe, but that's another story) in order not to let it die, through the days.
With its nice retro graphics, you'll be able of course to make many actions to get your goal. You'll be required to kill enemies in
order to get food, but you'll also be able to pick up from the ground berries and such.
With the left mouse button, you'll split your tribe in half - the tactical elements are quite nice - and in other halves, in order to
avoid obstacles (you'll have for instance to cross rivers in selected numbers) and prehistorical enemies, get some food, kill
enemies and so on in a different way. With the right mouse button you'll be able, always in a runner environment, to reunite the
tribe again.
As I was saying, the basic controls are linked to keyboard buttons and apart from hunting animals and grabbing resources you'll
also be able to light torches to see through the night (endless runner from day to night of course xD) or even increase your
fellow tribesmen (if you've got enough resources). Sometimes, it will also be needed to kill some of your characters in order not
to have too many guys around you and save resources.
I really liked the graphics and the historical environment, and also the changes from night to day and the different challenges
with torches and so on, lighting up around you or scaring enemies and such.
And I also liked a lot the user interface - the buttons you can press are clearly shown in the upper side of the screen, and since
the game won't ever get too fast you'll always manage somehow to balance food, "population" and the actions you'll have to do.
The main issue of such a game of course relies in its replayability - being an indie title, it's not that long and when you have
explored every part of the game (the environments, the enemies, your actions, the night\/day system, the point system after each
day etc.) you're basically done. There's nothing more, and you need to love "endless" games in order to fully enjoy this title.
Still, for some hours it's a solid indie game and it adds some new and nice things greatly blended in the game setting. The
options may be limited, but it's worthy to explore them all and build some levels :)
I didn't see a lack of tactical elements, as someone pointed out. You've got to manage lots of resources, to keep eyes on your
tribesmen dying, to choose between spears, hands or torches, to split up and reunite your tribe and to get through the night to the
other side of the map.
It's not that easy, but it's somehow addicting for many hours. The lack of a proper plot and, more than all, real trophies and
accomplishments to obtain of course is something that goes against this title - it's just endless, without a real ending or even
bosses or such. But the developers themselves said that it was supposed to be as it is, and in my view it's a very nice title.
Tactical, endless and runner :P
I forgot to say something about the soundtrack, which matches the prehistorical environment but it's not that great - probably,
the 2\u20ac\/$ for the OST and the artwork aren't greatly spent if you don't get them as a gift or in some bundles, since they
include only few musical tracks (extremely short, 15 minutes in total or even less) and all the game artwork, which is good in-
game but has little use outside of it.
I think that if you like survival games based on an endless and somehow "tactical" engine, this one is a great game. It's for sure
worth a try even if you're not into this genre, since it's greatly made (ok, just some spelling errors I think, I played only in
English) and everything (tutorial included) works perfectly, as the developers wanted Tribal Pass to be.
The lack of upgrades\/bonuses too doesn't help for the replayability issue, but still it's worth it in my opinion. I think you'll like
it, you just have to be prepared and read something about it since the game will offer you everything you're reading here (I
hope) and in other players' way better reviews than mine.
You won't find many surprises in the endless night\/day levels but still there's plenty of options and everything works perfectly, I
didn't find bugs of any sort.
I read many early access reviews, but fortunately now (and when I played it) is fully available and so don't worry about anything
- if you like these premises you'll be addicted for some hours, just give yourself half an hour to fully understand the mechanics..
and have fun :)
. This game is great! Very active Developers that are constantly fixing and improving the game, as well as doing a great job at
listening to the community.

The game itself is tons of fun! If you have ever watched Star Trek or Star Wars and dreamed of piloting your own, highly
custom, space ship in whatever adventures you can think of, get his game. Don't be fooled by it's simple appearance, this game
has tons of depth!. I\\'m not a big multi-player person, mostly because I suck at them. But this is addicting. It\\'s a competitive
footracing game, with moving obstacles and randomized race tracks. There is no single player mode, but there\\'s also nothing
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here that would make it necessary. The visuals are neat, I really like the designs and colors they went for here. There\\'s a view
for 1st or 3rd person, also which is nice, you don\\'t see options too often. I prefer 1st person myself. It\\'s fast paced and a
bunch of fun.

You can get in and out of races really quick, so you\\'re not stuck wasting time not playing. You get different powers that you
can use to trip up your opponents, which can sometimes change the outcome of the race entirely. I still suck at MP, but found
myself winning a couple rounds here and there, just due to some well timed powers and luck. You get a freeze power which
freezes you in your tracks, another power which reverses your controls, and also one that makes you slide everywhere like
there\\'s oil slicks on your feet. You also have a shield that you can use to deflect attacks if you time it right.

All that with the randomized tracks and moving obstacles make this a fun challenge. It\\'s not contending for any GOTY awards,
but it\\'s definitely worth the $10 and it\\'s a fun distraction that doesn\\'t require a lot of commitment. I\\'m looking forward to
seeing what else they do with this. Get a group of your friends together so you can scream obscenities at each other over skype
or whatever and it\\'s a blast.. This is a phenomenal piece of software.
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definitely a better port than Puyo Puyo Tetris. Graphically, much better than DR1 and worth the (very few) pennies they're
asking for the upgrade. Superb. 1 minor thing, I think the new snowbanks are a little too forgiving, but hopefully this can be
patched later. I understand they were reacting to people struggling with the DR1 ones.. no players to play with. It's got potential..
 Target Audience:  None

 Summary:
Well, now we know the effects of hardcore drug use over a period of time.

The only thing that's redeemable about this game is a barely OK soundtrack, and that's really stretching it. The game teaches
you nothing about what to do, is confusing, has a UI that will give you a headache, and really makes me wonder about the
quality control (the lack of it) for the Steam platform.

Video Review: http:\/\/youtu.be\/NSogLpg48-E

 Lists:
Positives:

Um.........the soundtrack?
Negatives:

 Doesn't teach you anything and expects you to figure it out. That can work for some games, not this one.

 The UI will give you a headache.

 Quality Control issues.

 Gameplay is boring, not fun, and frankly is hard to classify as gameplay.

 Seriously, the game makes me want to throw up trying to play it. . It's not a big demo so it doesn't take
long to download and play, I suggest everyone who is interested in story based games to at least check it
out. The graphics of the enviroment needs an overhaul in some places, but the locations are interesting .
The demo is really short, but it does give you a feel for the game, and it looks to be amasing. The place
you arrive at before the demo ended left me in awe as I gazed into the darkness of one of the most
interesting and imposing lcoations I've seen in VR.

Played with Rift without any issues.. A well written story that is hampered by cliches', predictable
outcomes, and a low budget.
All endings can be achieved in under 2 hours and it is impossible to get the best outcomes on the first try.
I'd say more, but when the price tag is free you can't complain too much.

I hope to see this group make something bigger with more production values in the future, maybe then
they'll really shine.. Y'all need some Jesus. 11\/10 - IGN. Too much Jesus.. Please don't buy this game. It
isn't worth 3 dollars. Every enemy clips through walls and the ground (granted, they are ghosts but it
looks stupid) The attack combos are nothing special and you'll end up just mashing the number buttons
randomly because none of it really matters. Honestly I got this game out of curiosity and that has been
quenched after about 8 minutes of gameplay. Good luck!. DCS is without a doubt one of the best flight
simulators on the market. If you are looking for a combat flight simulator and you think your ready for
the effort of flying the A-10C then buy everything they have for it. I have not been disapointed yet.
Building my home cockpit, and looking forward to more indepth action from this maker. I do wish you
would work on the radio systems and incorporate them into the A-10C, yes I understand they work with
a plug-in such as Simple Radio. For such an awesome sim, voice and a bit more money on the voice over
interaction and nothing would touch this game for years. Until you remaster it and give us DCS World
fans more to love. Keep up the good work look forward to all you have with the A-10C.
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